Key Concepts of group pattern discovery algorithms from spatio-temporal trajectories
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Abstract—Over the years, the increasing development of location acquisition devices have generated a significant amount of spatio-temporal data. This data can be further analysed in search for some interesting patterns, new information, or to construct predictive models such as next location prediction. The goal of this paper is to contribute to the future research and development of group pattern discovery algorithms from spatio-temporal data by providing an insight into algorithms design in this research area which is based on a comprehensive classification of state-of-the-art models. This work includes static, big data as well as data stream processing models which to the best of authors’ knowledge is the first attempt of presenting them in this context. Furthermore, the currently available surveys and taxonomies in this research area do not focus on group pattern mining algorithms nor include the state-of-the-art models. The authors conclude with the proposal of a conceptual model of Universal, Streaming, Distributed and Parameter-light (UDSP) algorithm that addresses current challenges in this research area.

I. INTRODUCTION

The growth of tracking technologies and development of location acquisition devices have generated big volumes of spatio-temporal data. This data is different from traditional relational data as it adds both spatial and temporal attributes to regular observations. Shekhar et al. differentiates three distinct types of data attributes in the context of spatio-temporal data [1]: spatial, temporal and non-spatiotemporal. The latter provides additional characteristics of the moving objects such as their name (nominal), or exchange rate among (ratio) others. Spatial attributes can either define a location by providing for instance its geo-coordinates, spatial size, area or shape while temporal attributes can be anything from timestamps, snapshots, or duration.

Due to the complexity of spatio-temporal data itself as well as its continuously growing and changing volume there are several challenges which have been re-occurring in the related literature. These challenges can be summarized as per below:

- **Stream analysis**: Growth of streaming technologies which generates high volumes of data require a new approach to extract valuable information from such data [2], [3], [4], [5], [6].
- **Incremental discovery**: Many current applications (especially monitoring or surveillance) require the output results simultaneously while receiving and processing the streamed data which means the algorithms should be able to discover group patterns in an incremental manner [5], [6], [7], [1], [8].
- **Efficiency**: Streaming means huge amount of data generated in a very short time which leads to extreme computational cost of processing. The algorithms should then be able to output the groups efficiently [6], [9], [10].
- **Big data processing**: Huge amounts of spatio-temporal trajectories data require a distributed or parallel approach to handle the volumes and to reduce the computational overload [11], [12], [13], [14], [15].
- **Parameter-free algorithms**: Many algorithms include a large number of parameters and each of them has a significant impact on the performance and the precision of the results. There is no standardized way of choosing the right set of parameters rather than by conducting experiments [16], [17], [18].
- **Group continuity**: Traveling together may not always mean the members of the group stay together during the lifespan of the group. This is particularly noticeable in human trajectories and in larger groups where members of the group can form sub-groups [6], [19], [7].
- **Effectiveness**: The number of members of the group can vary and the effective algorithm should be able to understand the wider picture and report long-term groups rather than short term ones [4], [6], [20].
- **High Precision**: The challenge lies with discovering the correct groups rather than more groups which can make a difference in certain applications based on personalized services and targeting the wrong group may be worse than not addressing it at all [5], [6], [2], [19].
- **Data mining theory and formalization**: Esling as well
as many other researchers noticed the lack of formalization of data mining theory such as through solid mathematical foundation [21], [22], [23].

II. RELATED WORK

There have been several distinct approaches to group pattern mining from spatio-temporal trajectories. One of the widely discussed approaches is flock pattern which is also considered one of the earliest group pattern discovery approaches [24], [25], [26]. The second approach, convoy, argues that the first model is not sufficient for correct group discovery due to its limitation of pre-defined group search region which leads to group omissions (also known as so-called lossy-flock problem). Instead, this second approach proposes to capture trajectory pattern of any shape by applying the density-based clustering [22], [27]. The third approach, swarm identifies another challenge with both aforementioned approaches as they have a strict requirement on the k-consecutive time points for group discovery [28]. This may result in ignoring certain groups depending on the k-consecutive time set up. For instance if k is set up to 9 but the objects would travel together during k=7, then this group would have been missed. Instead, the swarm approach introduces a cluster of objects that can last for at least k but non-consecutive time stamps. While all these approaches use static datasets and additionally convoy and swarm require loading the entire trajectories into memories in order to identify the clusters, the traveling companion approach implements a data structure called traveling buddy [4] which allows finding patterns from streamed data and therefore sets up a ground for further approaches. Lastly, the most recent approach - loose traveling companion pattern addresses certain limitations of the previous approaches by focusing on human and not object/animal trajectories as presented in the previous patterns and considering indoor environment.

III. GROUP AND MOVEMENT PARAMETERS

In order to identify and specify the group patterns that are the subject of this paper, certain parameters have been established which allow to distinguish them. The initial top-down approach to classify them has been based on the group and movement parameters. The first and most obvious criterion is the size parameter of the group and in the context of groups, the focus is on algorithms concerning groups sizes greater than 1. The movement parameters are derived from kinesiology which defines the physical movement of objects which matches the group pattern discovery from spatio-temporal trajectories as it is understood in the context of this work as moving point objects trajectories. This classification is based on two concepts that were extended for the purposes of this work. One called REMO (RElative Motion) which compares the motion attributes of moving point objects over time and space [26]. The second is following Dodge’s classification who defined the set of moving parameters by grouping them into primitive, primary and secondary derivatives [23] based on the spatial, temporal and spatio-temporal dimensions. This set of movement parameters have been further extended and modified to allow the classification of the patterns that are presented in this work. Primitive parameters in spatial dimension are simply the (x,y) position of the moving point object. In the context of the temporal dimension these are the instances and intervals of time. A primary derivative of spatial dimension is the function of position such as distance, and then a secondary derivatives which is the function of distance are density, radius and similarity parameters. In regards to temporal dimension, the primary derivative is duration, lifetime of a group and window while the secondary derivative in this context is a frequency which is a function of duration. In spatio-temporal dimension (x,y,t) the primary derivatives are speed and velocity both being functions of (x,y,t) while the secondary derivatives include for instance acceleration which is the function of speed. The aforementioned derivatives correspond to the thresholds that are set up for each of the considered algorithms as shown in the Table I.

Thresholds are the most significant differentiators between various algorithm approaches in group pattern mining from spatio-temporal trajectories. They also generate significantly different outcomes within the same algorithms depending on threshold set up. Zheng in the survey on trajectory data mining [22] mentions three key differentiating thresholds which are the group size, density or shape of the group and the duration of the pattern. Further review of the algorithms from this research area shows that many other thresholds play an important role in group discovery. The significant thresholds appearing in the subject literature are following:

- **Size threshold** $\delta_s$ is the size of the targeted group to be discovered from pattern mining
- **Duration threshold** $\delta_t$ is the minimum lifetime of a group.
- **Gap threshold** $\delta_g$ refers to the time-gap between clusters which breaks the strict k-consecutive continuity of the group and allows the group members to leave the group and re-join within the specified gap-threshold.
- **Density threshold** $\delta_{dn}$ is derived from the density-based clustering method that is commonly used in the preprocessing stage (DBSCAN) where for each point of a cluster, the neighborhood of a given radius has to contain at least a minimum of points so the density of this neighborhood needs to exceed the density threshold [29]
- **Distance threshold** $\delta_{ds}$ is related to the same density-based clustering method and defines the shape of the neighborhood as a distance function of two points p and q $dist(p,q)$ [29]
- **Frequency threshold** $\delta_f$ defines the minimum time-slots when the group stays together
- **Radius threshold** $\delta_r$ is specific to flock group of patterns where at least $m$ number of moving objects $O$ are found within a circular region of constant radius $\delta_r$, $\delta_r > 0$ and heading in the same direction at some point of time
- **Similarity threshold** $\delta_{sm}$ defines the minimum of overlapping moving point objects in any two consecutive clusters and the value of $\delta_{sm} \in [0,1]$. Given the example of $\delta_{sm} = 0.7$, it is required that 70% of the clusters are
algorithms from spatio-temporal trajectories. This algorithm
commonly represented within the group patterning discovery
trajectory data as well as a set of thresholds. It is the most
represented in Algorithm 1. It takes the input of a static, historical
input data type and size:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>moving object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O_{set}</td>
<td>set of objects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V/V_{next}</td>
<td>candidates/current candidates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tr</td>
<td>trajectory stream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ts</td>
<td>cluster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>time-slot index/snapshot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>time threshold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>gap threshold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>duration threshold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d_s</td>
<td>density threshold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d_r</td>
<td>distance threshold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d_f</td>
<td>frequency threshold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d_s</td>
<td>radius threshold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d_m</td>
<td>similarity threshold</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Depending on data attributes, size and type of input data
as well as the set of thresholds/parameters, the algorithms are
represented by different models. The notations used in the
pseudo-codes are shown in the Table I.

The models presented in this section are grouped in the
following categories resulting from the classification based on
the input data type and size:

- **static data algorithms**: this group is dominant as the
  majority of currently available algorithms in this research
  area use a static database and follow a more traditional
  KDD process such as flock, convoy, swarm, gathering,
  leadership, convergence, encounter, meet, MEMO, moving
  flock, group pattern (Apriori Group Pattern), moving
  convoy.

- **streamed data algorithms**: the development of this
  group became popular in the last few years and include
  loose and traveling companion models with a traveling
  buddy to store a reference rather than data for fast
  processing. LTCP and WCLTCP, notions of a continu-
  ous discovery of moving clusters [30], BFA (basic flock
  evaluation), or EVOCO (can be used for both static and
  streaming).

- **distributed/parallel algorithms**: Distributed algorithms
  in this research area are currently in minority with few
  examples such as distributed convoy by Orakzai [11],
  adaptive flock by Folino [31], or grid and spatial index
  methods such as TrajStore [32] for distributed trajectory
  mining rather than a group discovery

A. Static Data Algorithms

The generic model from trajectory static database is pre-
sented in Algorithm 1. It takes the input of a static, historical
trajectory data as well as a set of thresholds. It is the most
commonly represented within the group patterning discovery
algorithms from spatio-temporal trajectories. This algorithm
model is relevant to majority of the classical algorithms such
as convoy [27], [10], or swarm [28], as well as gathering [7],
or group pattern (AGP) [33]. Flock-based patterns such as
"classical" flock [25], [24], [26], moving flock [34], leadership
[35], [25], [26], convergence [35], [25], [26], encounter [35],
[25], meeting of moving objects (MEMO) [36] and meet [35],
[25], [26] can also be grouped into this static model approach
with one exception concerning the group formation. Unlike all
previously mentioned models in this group that apply different
methods of clustering to extract the group members, the flock-
based patterns use a predefined, circular region with a constant
radius to identify the members of the group, rather than via
other clustering methods.

These static group discovery models can be split into three
core stages as shown in the generic Algorithm 1 model:

1) pre-processing (clustering/region) (lines 1-2) // finds all
   possible combinations from trajectory (snapshot clustering)

2) extension of the candidates (lines 3-4) // validation to see if
   the candidates can form a pattern (group discovery)

3) adding new candidates (line 5) // final refinement (group
   pattern detection)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm 1 Generic static approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Input:</strong> Tr, δ_s, δ_d/ δ_g/ δ_dns/ δ_f/ δ_r/ δ_ds -&gt; trajectory database data and a selection of thresholds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Output:</strong> all closed groups of moving objects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1: for &lt;each time-slot, sub-trajectory/trajectory&gt; do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: &lt;cluster&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3: for &lt;each potential candidate&gt; do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4: &lt;extend current candidates list &gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5: if extended candidates match thresholds then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>return group of moving objects</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Streamed Data Algorithms

Different from data stored in static databases, streaming
data is not constant and may have a variable data distribution
which changes in time as the data is streamed [37]. Streaming
trajectories are dynamic as the positions of objects are being
continuously updated and therefore traditional ways of index-
ning such as R-tree or quad-tree require a high computational
cost so new structures to store relevant data are required [4],
[38]. In addition to this, the data from streaming trajectories
may be subject to various delays and therefore the objects that
potentially could be a part of the same group may not report
their positions on time. When looking at data streams both
offline streams and online streams can be distinguished [37].
Offline streams are usually including regular bulk additions of
data while online streams includes real-time updated data that
arrive sequentially one after another. Different from static
models, this group of streaming data algorithms is designed
to work with both offline and online streaming data inputs
which imposed different solutions to those presented in the
C. Distributed/Parallel Algorithms

Continuously growing spatio-temporal data requires a big data processing approach. While the static models use memory processing which is not suitable for big trajectories, the streamed models propose a different approach to mine the streaming data. However, all of the algorithms in the latter group use small datasets for processing that can be processed on single machines. Distributed/parallel models for group pattern mining in this research area are relatively very few. The main algorithms in this group are distributed convoy [11], parallel adaptive flock [31], or another parallel approach using Swarm Intelligence - SPARROW [40]. Another way of handling group pattern mining from large datasets are grid-based models such as moving flock [34]. A generic model for distributed algorithms is shown in Algorithm 3 and it can be divided into three key stages:

1) partitioning
2) local group pattern mining
3) merging results into a global result

Algorithm 3 Generic distributed approach

Input: partitions of Tr, δa, δd/δf, δdn/δfδl, δds/δds → partitions of trajectory data and a selection of thresholds
Output: Oset → all groups of moving objects → global result from all partitions

1: for each disjoint subset
2: <partition data> → results in disjoint subsets
3: for each disjoint subset do
4: perform a local group pattern mining →
5: return global result of group of moving objects

D. Universal, Streaming, Distributed and Parameter-light Algorithm (UDSP)

Taking into consideration the classification criteria we based on the differentiation of the algorithms in this research area such as data type, data size and group and movement parameters/thresholds, the proposed conceptual model aims to address the following criteria in group pattern discovery from spatio-temporal trajectories:

- big data processing via distributed computing
- handling streaming data
- parameter-free approach (or parameter-light)
- universal group pattern model

Since there are not many group pattern mining algorithms in this research area that propose a distributed framework and the moving object data is continuously growing, a distributed model to extract group patterns is in high demand. Furthermore, historical and static data input is not enough to capture the patterns as there many real-live applications require an incremental pattern mining from streaming data. The streaming data algorithms are a growing trend in spatio-temporal data mining. However, there are still many unresolved issues such as handling the dynamically changing data where it is hard to find a stable, constant element that can be referred to, or stored and that is not computationally expensive to be temporarily stored or processed. Another challenge is related to error-prone data due to imprecision of physical devices so introducing a structure to capture these changes and improving data precision is also important. Currently available models introduce a structure to store in memory certain information for future processing. However, since the streaming data is potentially endless and storing and processing these temporary structures can be expensive from computational point of view, one of the possible solutions is to look at some form of

The aforementioned static examples. The static models require to load the whole trajectory of dataset into memory and therefore are not suitable for data streams which requires incremental processing. The algorithms in this streaming group include traveling companion and loose companion [4], [5], loose traveling companion pattern and weakly continuous loose traveling companion pattern [6], adaptive flock [31], online/incremental gathering and basic flock evaluation [39]. The generic streaming model is shown in Algorithm 2 and can be divided into the following steps:

1) initialize a temporary candidate set and cluster all objects from incoming stream/snapshot (lines 1-3)
2) intersect existing candidates with temporary set and store the intersection result as new candidates (lines 4-6)
3) validate new candidates (lines 7-9)
4) return up-to-date group pattern to be processed in the next snapshot (line 10)
universal data structure to capture the incoming data stream and use for clustering accordingly.

Parameter-free approach aims at reducing the bias coming from too many, or wrongly chosen parameters that can either cause the algorithm to fail, or to discover unwanted patterns Keogh2004. This area of research is not commonly applied to group pattern mining from spatio-temporal trajectories. However, it could be used in the pre-processing stage to extract the widest possible cluster-sets of meaningful data for group pattern mining.

Lastly, a universal group pattern model that does not depend on specific pattern criteria, can be achieved by creating a customisable model that can take any thresholds defining groups. An interesting line of research which is not directly related to spatio-temporal data looks at thresholds estimation in order to machine-select best thresholds for the pattern mining but could potentially be used as an option to arbitrary human selection of the group defining thresholds Mavridis2013.

**Algorithm 4 Universal Streaming Distributed and Parameter-free approach**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input:</th>
<th>Output:</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tr, Ts</td>
<td>Oset</td>
<td>trajectory data, streaming and static groups of moving objects</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1: if input = Ts then → streaming data input
2: <follow Algorithm 5>
3: else <continue>
4: for <each moving object’s temporal dimension> do
5: if input = macro-cluster then
6: <partition by temporal dimension>
7: else <continue>
8: <partition data> → results in disjoint subsets
9: for <each node, each partition> do
10: <parameter-free clustering> → results in local clusters
11: for <local cluster> do
12: <perform a local group pattern mining>
13: for <each local candidates> do
14: <merge closest candidates> → checks local candidates with their closes candidates from closest nodes
15: <update global candidates>
16: for <each global candidate> do
17: <apply thresholds> → checks if global result is a requested group

return global result of group of moving objects

Taking into consideration the above criteria, a framework of a Universal, Streaming, Distributed and Parameter-free (USDP) modelalgorithm 4 is proposed to include the following key stages:

1) Distributed parameter-light pre-processing
2) Distributed streaming
3) Local and global pattern mining

The distributed pre-processing is based only on one criterion of partitioning data into distributed nodes based on temporal dimension which makes it parameter-light. Following current research in this matter, the partition based on time attribute rather than the spatial attribute has a benefit of a quick identification of possible candidates that could have been split into different nodes as the time dimension is uni-directional and moves forward rather than in many directions like the spatial attributes of the moving objects Orakzai2016. In addition to this the streamed data will be easier to fit in the distributed model in order to check streamed candidates against the existing ones if we looked at the temporal dimension. Alternatively, a parameter-free incremental distributed hierarchical clustering can be considered which could free the initial partitioning of data from the temporal dimension.

Depending on the size of streaming data there are two approaches. If the streaming data is considered big, the first approach is to add the incremental streaming data to the main distributed partitioning and process it locally over partitioned nodes so that it follows the whole partitioning distributed model. If the streamed input data is manageable for initial pre-processing, then the second approach is to use the Micro- and-Macro-Cluster framework where the streaming input is firstly pre-processed using refinement techniques such as line segmentation and then micro and macro-clustering data in order to eventually cross-check it against the global result coming from the main distributed model.

To distributed streaming process is following:

1) For each new streamed input
2) do initial pre-processing (cluster input (line segmentation and other techniques to refine data if missing)
3) start: micro-clustering
4) For each cluster-set find the nearest micro-cluster matching the cluster-set
5) macro-cluster
6) return macro-cluster to be partitioned
7) partition macro-clusters to include in the nodes and process together with the existing data

Alternatively, a new data structure can be introduced to store candidates sets from the nodes that is lightweight enough to be kept for certain period of time and then cross-checked with the streamed candidates.

Lastly, the local and global pattern mining will be based on a set of group and movement defining thresholds which can be either user-defined, or machine-chosen.

**V. CONCLUSIONS**

The focus of this paper was to provide an overview of the current research and its challenges in the area of group pattern discovery from spatio-temporal trajectories aiming at classifying the state-of-the-art algorithms. Despite of limitations resulting from the lack of access to full coding and tested datasets in majority of the cases, the classification was based on pseudo-codes. With continuously growing spatio-temporal
data there is a clear gap in group pattern discovery which does not scale up for big data and distributed computing. In addition to this many currently developed devices such as CCTV provide data streams while a significant majority of algorithms in spatio-temporal research area is designed to handle only static datasets. Due to the complexity of spatio-temporal data processing too many parameters add additional computational overhead and therefore there is a need for parameter-free or parameter-light models to optimise their performance. Taking all these key challenges into consideration, the authors have proposed a theoretical model of Universal, Streaming, Distributed and Parameter-free (USDP) algorithm to fill the gap in this area. The algorithm includes distributed big data processing, is optimized for data streams and includes only one parameter in the pre-processing stage. Seeing that there are many thresholds differentiating the group patterns in this research area, the presented concept aims at being universal where group thresholds can be either user or machine-defined and can include a range of various thresholds depending on the application requirements. The proposed model is in its early stage and requires further research, implementation and evaluation. The future implementation is considered via Spark platform as it is an efficient alternative to MapReduce via Hadoop which is currently being used for the distributed models in this research area. Spark includes GeoSpark and SpatialSpark which have spatial processing support inbuilt, however there is a gap in spatio-temporal tools available with some very few new options proposed such as STARK that complement the current tools with both spatial and temporal elements for big data processing.

Algorithm 5 USDP - Streaming

```
Input: Ts  \rightarrow streaming data
Output: all valid macro-clusters
1: for <each new snapshot> do
2:  <line segmentation>
3:  <map-matching>
4: for <each line segment> do
5:  <find the nearest one within the sliding-window>
6: <create micro-cluster>
7: for each micro-cluster do
8:  <check thresholds against other micro-clusters>
return all valid macro-clusters
```
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